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Nestled in one of the last-remaining 
forested areas on the NAU campus, the 
ceramics complex is a series of seven 
woodfire kilns and pottery-decorated 
grounds. 
Depending on when you go, you may 
be able to wander around the premises 
unhindered and alone, or you may find 
a more lively atmosphere with artists 
working and smoke rising from kilns. 
Alone, you’ll be free to really get up-
and-close to the materials and art; dur-
ing busier hours, when the ceramics are 
ready to be finished, you may be able 
to watch students and instructors while 
they go through the process of firing up 
and maintaining the kilns.
I suggest making a day of exploring 
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the kilns
•	 tozan noborigama •	 Anagama•	 smaller Anagama kiln•	 train kiln•	 Double Catinary Arch kiln (two kilns with one chimney)

•	 Double Wide train kiln
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every inch of the complex. You’ll find 
partially finished works, pots on tree 
stumps, treasures buried in the pine 
needles and lovingly-built memoriams. 
Inside the northern-most ramada, I find 
just inspecting the kilns and their tex-
tures to be the most exciting. Though 
they are capable of intense and danger-
ous heats and have been meticulously-
designed, they’re a patchwork of organic, 
peaceful beauty when all the fires have 
been extinguished. Amusing posters 
with safety warnings and personal notes 
complement the stacks of bricks and 
logs.
On the south end, you’ll find a small, 
quaint hut that is actually a tea house 
designed as a mixture of American 
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WOOD sOurCe

the wood used in the kilns 

comes from the nAu-owned 

Centennial Forest. While 

some smaller pieces of the 

wood are donated from lo-

cal businesses, the larger 

Ponderosa Pines are from 

trees already set to be cut 

because of forest thinning or 

bark beetles.

and Japanese styles. Like the rest of the 
old-of-the-way destination, the teahouse, 
which was designed in 1990, is surround-
ed by a canopy of pine trees and distinc-
tive sculptures. Aspens and rock-lined 
pathways are unique to the structure — 
additions meant to create a native take 
on a Japanese garden.
When you walk around, you’ll notice 
several dedications to beloved partners 
of the ceramics department and a tiny 
cabin that houses a miniature museum. 
These reminders of all the hands 
that have built the complex 
are scattered around 
the walkways 
and off 

the paths. The largest (pictured on the 
opening page) is a massive walking mu-
ral made for the 10th anniversary of the 
Tozan kiln and a former student.
Undoubtedly, there are many more 
hidden sights you can discover 
on your own through the intricate 
placement of man-made and natu-
ral forms mingled together in the 
acres of the ceramics complex.


